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1. TRIBUTE TO TSE LATE PRIME MINISTER OF INDIA, MR LAL BAHADUR SHASTRI 

The CHAIRMAN said that he had been distressed to learn of the sudden death of 

Mr Shastri. Prime Minister of India. He asked the Committee and the Secretariat to 

join him in extending sympathy to their Indian colleague on the Committee, Dr Rao, and 

to stand for a moment as a mark of silent respect• 

The Committee stood in silence for one minuter 

Dr RAO thariked the Chairman and the Committee for their expression of sympathy 

and understanding in his country
1

 s bereavement. Throughout his life Mr Shastri had 

striven for peace and for the progress of his people and his loss would be deeply felt. 

2. DETAILED EXAMINATION AND ANALYSIS OF THE DIRECTOR-GENERAL'S PROPOSED PROGRAME 
AND БЦШЕТ ESTIMATES' FOR 1 9 6 . 7 : 工 t e u 6 . 1 of the Agenda (Official Records, Ño. 146; 
Documents EBJf/^1 and EB37/AF/WP/5) (continued) … 一 — — 一 — — — — — — — — — — — -

Programme Activities (continued.) 

杯.12 Editorial and. Reference Services 

Mr SIEG3L, Assistant Director-General, said that provision had been made in the 

budget for 1967 for the following five additional posts in the Division of Editorial 

and Reference Cervices2 A documents clerk in the Office of the Director (section 

4.12,0), three trannlators (section 4.12.1) and a junior editor, for Teclinical 

Publications (section 4.12.2). There were no changes in duty travel. It would 

be noted, from pages 48 and o?" of Official Records No- 146, that there was an increased 

provision of $ 22 SOO for the printing of publications. That increase resulted from 
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higher printing costs ($ 51 300}, an increased number of pages ($ 5100) and an 

increased number of copies of publications ($ 斗000)， amounting to a total increase 

for those items of $ 6 0 斗 0 0 ， which was partially offset by $ 57 6 0 0 provided in 1 9 6 6 

for the publication of the International Classification of Diseases,工njüries, and 

Causes of Death. Provision was also included to meet the cost of the production 

by ou七side writers of сomprehonspublications in commemoration of the twentieth 

anniversary of VJH0 in 1968, as well- as the production of exhibition material and 

of a film which was being made. 

Mr WACHOB, adviser to Dr Watt，said that he would like to know, first, what 

benefits might be derived from the $ 8000 provided for sales promotion material, to 

which reference was made in paragraph (c) of section 4.12.0， and whether that 

provision showed an increase over previous years or was in fact a new i七erru 

Secondly, referring to the table which related to Editorial and Reference Services 

(page 82 of Official Records No. 146)， he noted that the budgetary provision for 

temporary staff in the Office of the Director had risen from $ 40 000 in 19.66 to 

$ 70 000 in 1967. He wondered whether the additional v/ork foreseen could not, in 

part, be carried out by the permanent staff of that office. 

Mr SIEGEL said that, as far as the cost of sales promotion was concerned, the 

provision for $ 8OOO included in the 1967 estimates had also been made in the 1965 

and 1966 estimates, as would be seen from the table on page 87 of the budget volume. 

However, some years previously, the Secretariat, iiad drawn up a report showing the 

annual liicome from sales of publications and, should the Oommittee so wish, that 

report could be brought up to date and reissued. It could also include information 

with regard to the cost of sales promotion. 
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As far as Mr .Wachob.' s question regarding temporary staff shown urider Office 

of the Director was concerned, the permanent staff in.that office already had clearly 

defined functions, and the temporary staff were required mostly for other units in 

the Division. Experience had shown that： the. Organization's needs for temporary staff 

in I966 had been grossly underestimated and it would be noted.from the table on 

page 82 of the budget volume that the provision for such staff in 1966 showed a marked 

reduction when compared with that for 1965. 工t was. now proposed to re-establish 

the provision for temporary staff at a level which would enable the work requirements 

of the Division of Editorial and Reference Services to be met. 

The CHAIRMAN considered that a report on sales of publications and sales promotion, 

along the lines mentioned by Mr Siegel, would be very helpful. As far as the plans 

to commemorate the Organization's twentieth anniversary were concerned, he asked for 
•‘ ： . , : . " . . _ .、 . . •’.、 {•,.... • 

'.：./ •• . . . . ¡ ‘ ..,....“..• • • 

some more detailed information, particularly with regard to the work to be done by-

outs ide writers. 

Lastly, on the matter of interpretation, he said that, although at the end of 

every session members expressed their gratitude to the interpreters, insufficient 

thought had perhaps been given to what would happen if the Organization did not have 
； . : . . . г . . • 、 . . . . . ， . . . . . ； • ,. . -:..:•�•. .-. .；_•：' .... , . ... 

their services. He asked, therefore, whether thëre were any plans, either in the 

Organization itself or in collaboration with the United Nations and other specialized 

agencies, for ensuring a continuing high-level interpretation service. In other 

meetings he had not foun^： anything like the high quality provided in WHO/ and he 

suggested that ways might be found of spreading that seirvice to other agenciesv 
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Mr SIEGEL said that, briefly, the plans for commemorating the Organization's 

twentieth anniversary were the following. Of the $ 70 000 provided for that purpose 

in the 1967 budget estimates $ 30 000 would go towards the cost of a film viiich was in 

production and would be ready by 1968, the balance of the film's costs being borne by 

the 1965 and 1966 budgets. The provision of a number of exhibits for display in 

various countries was also planned at a cost of $ 5000, and the balance of $ 55 000 

remaining from the $ 7〇 000 foreseen in the 1967 budget estimates would be used for 

publications on the work accomplished by WHO during its first twenty years, to be 

written by outside authors from France and, if possible, from the USSR and Latin 

America, He would be pleased to provide further information, if the Committee so 

required. 

As far as the Chairman's remarks with regard to the interpreters and translators 

were concerned, he agreed that WHO had succeeded in establishing a high standard of 

work which, it was to be hoped, would be maintained. However, he doubted whether it 

would be possible for the Organization to extend its success in that field to other 

international organizations, some of which had difficulties in recruiting and 

retaining interpreters of high calibre. It was in fact a tribute to WHO that it had 

succeeded in securing such a high standard of interpretation and translation. 

The CHAIRMAN said that, while he appreciated the information provided by 

Mr Siegel with regard to the arrangements for the Organization's twentieth 

anniversary, what he really wanted to know was what would be the subject of the books 

written by outside authors. Would the author from France deal only with the 

Organization
1

s work in that country, for example? 
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Mr SIEGEL said that the subject of the books would be WHO
1

 s work during the 

twenty-year period of its existence. The authors selected would be given the 

opportunity to travel and to see for themselves the work being carried out by 

WHO throughout the world• In that way, they would be enabled to write the 

type of book that would be of interest to the laymán and hence to the general 

public and could report on the Organization^ work and achievements in assisting 

governments through projects over the past twenty years. There was certainly 

no question of the book
1

 s scope being limited to the country of which its author 

was a national. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that the Organization had in fact already published 

a number of books written by outside authors on the occasion of its tenth 

anniversary. They included books by Morgan on WHO
T

 s work in certain parts of 

Latin America and Africa and by Pierre Gascard on the work done in Asia and Africa, 

as well as a number of books written for the interest of the general public, among 
• � • _ . • • . • ' . . , . . . . . . . . •� ... ‘ 

them one by Professor Fraser Brockington which had been published in a paperback 

edition. It was not possible however to be too precise about what an author should 

write - in any event the Frenchman who was to write a book to commemorate WHO*s 

twentieth anniversary was a member of the French Academy of Letters. WHQ
T

s role 

was to arrange for the writers to visit certain countries so that they could see 

what governments were achieving with the help of the Organization and could then 

write their books on the basis of the information thus gained. 
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The CHAIRMAN asked who would be responsible for planning the itinerary of 

the writers. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that the itineraries would be discussed and 

planned with WHO. Moreover, the writers would submit a draft of their books, 

not for criticism but for constructive suggestions from the Secretariat and the 

Director-General. 

Professor GERIC, referring to Section 4.12.4 (Health Legislation), asked 

what criteria were used in the selection of material for the International Digest 

of Health Legislation and whether governments were required to submit texts of 

all health laws to the Organization or whether WHO had to ask for them, 

Dr HOWARD-JONES, Director, Division of Editorial and Reference Services, said 

that it was difficult to say in a few words what criteria were used in the 

selection of material for the Digest • However, the subject had been examined in 

some detail by the Executive Board, in particular at its sixth and ninth sessions, 

and it had approved the criteria proposed by the Director-General for the selec-

tion of legislative texts. The question had been further considered by thè 

Board in 1959 and i960, at its twenty-third and twenty-fifth sessions, during its 

organizational study of publications, and the criteria had again been agreed by 

the Board, 

With regard to the various health laws of governments, under Article 63 of 

the Constitution Member States were required to communicate the texts of all 

important laws to the Organization. In practice, however, it was found neces-

sary to have recourse to the material contained in the United Nations library since 

that organization appeared to be more successful in securing such texts than WHO. 
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Dr BOYE-JOHNSON said that it would appear that many Member States were unaware 

cf their responsibilities under the Constitution. He suggested that the matter be 

brought to their notice. . 

The CHAIRMAN agreed with Dr Boye-Johnson. 

Dr EVANG also agreed with Dr Boye-Johnson- A practical question was involved, 

howeverj which concerned the Organization
1

s ability to cope with the abundance of 

legal texts in varying languages which would be forthcoming if the provisions of 

Article 63 of the Constitution were adhered to by Member States. Since in his own 

country, Norway, it was extremely difficult to have a document translated officially 

into one of the Organization
T

s working languages, he wished to know whether the 

Secretariat would itself undertake the translation of such texts or whether it 

would require them to be carried out within the country concerned and, if so, into 

which language. 

Dr HOWARD-JONES said that, as far as the question of obtaining material from 

governments was concerned, circular letters had been dispatched reminding 

governments of their obligations, although admittedly some years previously. There 

was an additional complicating factor in the case of federal governments, which 

themselves often had difficulty in securing a complete set of all state - including 

health - legislation. With regard to the translation of legal texts, the 

Secretariat at present translated from some twenty languages and, although the 

translations were not official, there was no reason to suppose that they were 

inadequate• In that connexion, Scandinavian languages presented no particular 

problem. 
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The CHAIRMAN noted that there were no further comments and suggested that the 

Committee should pass on to the next section of the budget volume. 

4.13 Vector Control 

Mr SIEGEL said that provision had been made in the 1967 estimates for an 

additional post of clerk-stenographer. There was a decrease of one consultant 

month, representing $ 17ОО; no changes were foreseen under duty travel. 

The CHAIRMAN then invited Mr Wright, Chief of the Office of Vector Control, to 

address the Committee. 

Mr ШШШТ (Vector Control) said that the expansion of the programme of the 

Vector Control unit, which had been in existence for almost twelve years, had been 

commensurate with the growth of the Organization's activities in communicable 

disease control and, in particular, malaria eradication. To avoid duplication, 

the unit had the responsibility of carrying out and co-ordinating research on a 

number of technical matters, such as genetics, biochemistry and toxicology, which 

were of interest to more than one unit in the Organization• Its programme v/as 

based upon the following principles. In the first place, all vectors of public 

health importance were controlled by chemicals, and that situation was likely to 

continue into the foreseeable future. Secondly, physiological and behavioural 

resistance was the most important single obstacle to the control and eradication 

of certain vector-borne diseases. Thirdly^ despite extensive research, no single 

or simple solution had been found to that phenomenon. Fourthly, the only 

practical counter-measure to resistance was the replacement of compounds to which 
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resistance had developed by others known to be effective and the simultaneous develop-

ment of alternative procedures not involving chemicals. Fifthly, existing knowledge 

of the ecology and behaviour of the majority of vectors was inadequate, thus impairing 

the effective application of the currently available control techniques and preventing 

the full exploitation of such newly developed procedures as the sterile male technique 

and other forms of genetic manipulation. Lastly, the majority of the developing 

countries had insufficient scientific resources with which to carry out the investi-

gations needed to solve those problems and therefore looked to the international 

agencies for assistance and advice. 

The programme had been developed along two broad lines, the first of which con-

cerned the co-ordination, stimulation and support of research into the nature of 

resistance, with a view to ascertaining its implications and ultimately to developing 

rational counter-measures. Such research included investigations into the extent and 

type of resistance and the execution of global surveys. In that connexion, it was 

important to initiate investigations into those problems that appeared to have signi-

ficance in the future. Members of the Organization's staff had visited the various 

laboratories working on the problem and information had thus been gained as to where 

special skills lay and where assistance or training were required. It had also 

allowed WHO to render certain services to governments and laboratories^ such as the 

collection and distribution of information and the provision of standard materials -

a form of service which was growing in importance and value to research workers. 

There were now 16 test procedures for determining resistance in insects of public 

health importance in use throughout the world and almost all research work on resis-

tance was based on those and other WHO standardized procedures. The Organization had 

also been instrumental in bringing together research and field workers at symposia and 

seminars 
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The second main activity of the unit concerned the development of immediate 

counter-measures to resistance ancl an extensive effort had been made with regarcl to 

the evaluation and testing of new insecticides. The Organization was in close con-

tact with 46 chemical companies and evaluation was undertaken through a complex of ДЛ 

collaborating laboratories. If no insecticide had been found to replace DDT, it was 

simply because none was available, but the programme was designed to continue on an 

indefinite basis. While endeavouring to find alternative and effective insecticides, 

it was also important to ensure that the various compounds approved for use in public 

health programmes could be used safely. The work of the unit on toxicology had 

therefore expanded considerably over the past three years and would continue to do so 

after 1966, thanks to a grant from the United States Public Health Service. The work 

done involved the determination of the inherent toxicity of each compound to mammals, 

the relationship between chemical structures and mammalian toxicity, the mode of 

action and routes of absorption in persons handling them. WHO was undertaking some 

origiml research in those fields and it was largely owing to research being supported 

by the Organization that so much was known about the carbamate, insecticides. Consi-

derable work had also been done by the Organization on the development of suitable 

antidotes and a review had been made of procedures for administrating them in emer-

gencies. An important part of the work concerned the co-ordination and support of 

research into the chemistry of all insecticides currently in use in public health. 
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The specifications for pesticides had been recommended by the Expert Committee on 

Insecticides and it was probable that 95 per cent, of all insecticides used in public 

health were manufactured on the basis of those. The application of insecticides was 

of great importance and research in that connexion was supported and co-ordinated, 

with particular emphasis being given at present to the equipment required for the 

application of molluscicides. Research was also carried out on the development of 

biological control procedures, in collaboration with Environmental Biology； it 

included a survey on insect pathology. Investigations were also undertaken regarding 

the possible use of parasites, predators, fungi and viruses for insect control. 

However, the most challenging development in ecology was the possible use of genetical 

manipulation for the control of vectors, which included the use of sterile male 

technique, chemosterilants and genetical substitution. The use of all those 

procedures would depend entirely upon the knowledge of the ecology of the vectors 

concerned. A first attempt had been made to collect data on the Culex fatigans 

species at the Piliariasis Research Unit established in Rangoon by WHO in 

collaboration with the Burmese Government, and the investigations conducted there over 

the past three years would now permit the implementation of a large-scale experimental 

programme. 
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Even more important, however, in view of the recent outbreaks of haemorrhagic 

fever and yellow fever, was the collection of adequate information on the ecology and 

biology of Aedes aegypti， and the Organization had therefore^ in collaboration with 

the Government of Thailand, established a research unit on that species in Bangkok. 

Furthermore, investigations were to be started into the speciation of Aedes aegypti 

in Africa, In that continent, the Aedes aegypti was not an entirely urban mosquito, 

as was the case in most other parts of the world, and it was therefore vital to 

determine which forms were transmitting virus diseases in Africa, where their breeding 

places were and what their general behaviour was. 

Over the past ten years the Organization had also undertaken research into 

methods which could be used to disinsect aircraft to prevent the trans portat i on of 

dangerous insects from one part of the world to another. The technical aspects of 

the work involved had now been completed and the problem facing the Organization was 

to find ways and means whereby the necessary procedures might be introduced on a 

routine basis into airline operations. 

The ultimate objective of the Organization was to develop integrated control 

procedures embracing the judicial use of chemicals and biological control or genetical 
. • . .. .-• ... •'•• • • . - _ . . 

. . V • • : . … - • . . . . . . . . . . . 

manipulation. 

The CHAIRMAN said that the work of the Vector Control unit was all the more 

important in the light of the recent outbreak of yellow fever in Senegal, from where 

it might easily be exported to other parts of the world. When Dr Harv\ritz came to 

present the report for his region, it might be useful if he could mention some of the 

problems encountered in eradicating the mosquito in the Americas. 
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4.14 Programme Co-ordination 
'• '

 1
 ' - ••' •" 丨丨 . 

Mr SIEGEL said that no changes had been proposed with regard to the Office of 

Programme Co-ordination. 

4.15 Programme Formulation and Evaluation 

Mr SIEGEL said that provision had been made for a total of three consultant 

months at an estimated cost of $ 5 1 0 0 . 

Dr RAO said that WHO'S approaching twentieth anniversary made it an appropriate 

time to evaluate the extent to which the Organization had been successful in achieving 

its objectives and to plan for the future. 

4.16 Senior Staff Training 

Mr SIEGEL said that provision had been made for an additional post of clerk-

stenographer to meet the u n i V s increased workload. There was also an increase of 
‘ -, • ‘. “ ••'... .. ‘ - - , •. • ,. 

$ 1000 for duty travel. 

The CHAIRMAN asked why it was necessary to have a clerk-stenographer and an 

increased allowance for duty travel in respect of staff training. 

Mr WACHOB, adviser to Dr Watt, asked for information on the unit
1

 s general 

programme, the method of selecting people for training and what evidence there was 

that the training had proved of benefit. 
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Dr RAO said it would be interesting to know whether the
:

training enabled staff 

members to keep abreast of the rapid economic, social and anthropological changes in 

the world, so that they could benefit Member countries. 

Dr DEENY (Senior Staff Training), replying, said that duty travel was necessary-

be cause it was essential for the person in charge of the programme to visit the field 

from time to time to see how work was progressing and keep in touch with conditions. 

It was also desirable for him to visit the regional offices - which hitherto had hardly 

been possible - and also institutions in other countries conducting vast training pro-

grammes, in order to compare methods and techniques. The clerk-stenographer was 

required because of the extra work resulting from the development of new techniques 

for education, such as problem-solving exercises, which must be properly presented, 

and which required basic study before they could be presented at courses. Documenta-

tion had to be provided for participants during the courses and to take away with them 

at the end of the courses. Follow-up was also important and methods included the 

preparation of bibliographies and the circulation of topical material on tape record-

ings, which had proved of great value• 

With regard to the content of courses, subjects such as economics, the economics 

of health, social economics, economic development and social administration had been 

included from the outset, and distinguished lecturers were invited from many countries. 

He instanced a typical month's course covering 150 hours, of which 40 per cent, was 

devoted to refresher and programme training - an intensive training in which all senior 

heauiq-uarters s t a f f took p a r t ; 25 per cent, to problem-solving exercises; 10 per cent, 

to policy, conducted by the Director-General, the Deputy Director-General, the Assistant 

Directors-General and divisional directors, 10 per cent, to social and economic affairs, 

10 per cent, to national health planning and programming and 5 per cent, to grounding 

in the Organization
f

 s administration and finance. 
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The CHAIRMAN remarked that, the programme appeared to comprise two parts: a 

continuing educational programme and a programme of intensive training• 

Dr DEENY said that that was partly correct. Emphasis was placed on intensive 

comprehensive training and for each course the first step was to decide its objectives: 

what the participants should do, what they should learn and how the task could be 

accomplished. An important aspect was the follow-up work, so that the effects of 

the courses could be continued； but until all staff who were eligible had been through 

the training course the emphasis was on its initial impact. It was hoped to extend 

the training to all the Organization's eligible key personnel. So far 85 senior 

staff members had attended courses, of which there had been seven - four designed for 

WHO representatives and three for regional officers• The objectives of the most 

recent course had been to study the main policies of the Organization; to study the 

technical programmes of the Organization and provide information on new advances and 

trends； to familiarize participants with the administrative and financial aspects of 

operations； to consider Ш0
f

s relationship with the United Nations, other agencies 

and multilateral and unilateral sources of international aid; to consider the economic 

and social aspects of the Organization
f

s work; to engage the group
1

 s collective 

experience in a series of problem-solving exercises. A theme was selected for each 

course. The theme for the most recent course, designed for regional office staff, 

had been regional programming and sectorial planning• 

Each group was given an évaluation questionnaire which was of considerable value 

in improving courses^ the extremely critical attitude of participants being very-

salutary • 
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The .DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that the programme represented one step further in an 

effort made over the past fifteen years to provide training for WHO staff. There was 

also a general staff training sub-unit under the Personnel unit* 

Staff training was a subject that the Executive Board had viewed with some caution 

fifteen years earlier, but had gradually come to accept» Thus funds had been built 

up not only for refresher courses to help staff to keep up with progress in health 

matters and in the Organization* s work, but also for regular courses on essential 

aspects of public health. The programme had taken a long time to establish and he 

believed that the separation of the senior staff training unit was evidence of its 

importance• Training was important not only for existing staff，: but also for new : 

staff. The programme had its origin in the problem of having too many specialists 

and not enough with sufficient knowledge of public health matters• Language was also 

a problem, and courses provided for new staff members included a sanitary engineering 

course for French-speaking engineers and a course in nursing administration- and 

education for French-speaking nurses. Staff training should be viewed as part of 

WH0*s whole effort to enable the staff to serve better the IVfember countries of the 

Organization. 

4.17 Supply 

Mr SIEGEL said that no changes were proposed under Supply• The continuing 

provision of $ 1000 for vaccine testing was not a change from previous years. 
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Professor GERIC asked what was the approximate total annual sum spent on supplies 

and what policy was followed in choosing suppliers. 

Mr SIEGEL drew attention to appendix 5.2
1

 to document EB37/AF/WP/5 giving in 

Part 2, under items 4 and 5 respectively, the line items of supplies and equipment 

purchased and the number of shipments made for the years 1962, Í96Í5, 1964 and I965. 

Total purchases amounted to about $ 2 000 COG a year, covering all the purchases made 

by the Organization for projects which it was assisting, services provided at 

government request and for which governments provided funds, and also purchases for 

other international organizations such as UNICEF、 The general procedure was to invite 

tenders. An effort was made to keep a record of all possible suppliers throughout 

the world who could tender for particular items and, in principle, the contract was 

given to the lowest tender which met the quality specifications. An exception was 

made only in cases where there was an obligation to use a particular currency, when 

tenders were asked only from suppliers who could accept the currency. 

4,18 Data Processing-

Mr SIEGEL reminded, the Committee that at the time the 1966 estimates were being 

prepared provision had been made for installing a computer in the new headquarters, the 

estimated date being mid-1966. Provision had been made for half a year's rent of 

equipment and for the necessary staff • In the pre para, "bx on of tJie 1967 budge "fc estimates, 

it had not been practicable to project all full-time staff requirements. An amount of 

$ 22 000 for temporary staff had therefore been provided until more experience had been 

gained. It was planned to use the amount requested to employ either full-time or 

temporary staff as needed. 

1 
Reproduced in Off. Rec. Wld Hlth Org,, 1^9, as Appendix 2. 
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:

:• ： 4.19 Interpretation 

The CHAIRMAN said that there had been some discussion on the subject earlier. 

In the absence of further comment or question he declared the subject completed• 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . , : ‘ • • ‘ . .. . .... ./. ' 1 •• - “ ‘ • •"• - • л'- 1 ： 

Regional Offices (Official Records No. 146, pages 52 and 89) 

Mr SIEGEL drew attention to paragraph 5.1
1

 of document EB37/AF/WP/5 where there 

was shown an increase of $ 277 570 in the net estimated obligations for 1967 as 

compared witih. 1966. The increase Included $ 1^15 for salary increments for the 

rotational administration and finance staff shown in detail on page 89 of Official 

Records No. 146. Details of the regional office estimates were contained in Annex 2 

of that volume. He suggested that the estimates should be dealt with under each 

• • . . - . •. i； • • “ ： • . ‘ • .. • * -“ ‘ . 

region when the regional directors presented their reports, and that discussion at 

present should be limited to the rotational administration and finance staff. The 

only change proposed arose from the salary increments• 

Mr WACHOB, adviser to Dr Watt, asked if the Secretariat had made any review in 

recent years of the relative advantages of centralization and decentralization in 

j . . - 、 ， . . . . 、 - - . ’. ‘ ? • -

administrative, budgetary and financial matters for the regions. It would be 
,, ..... •• “ ">. ... . ,. . ...... . ••• ... 

interesting to know whether the availability of the new computer at headquarters 

would make it more efficient to handle on a centralized basis at headquarters some of 

the matters now handled in the field. 

1 The information contained in this paragraph is included in Off. Rec>；• Wld-
Hlth Org., 1^9, Chapter 工工工，Part 2. .....-....。.,;.,,,:.”. 
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Mr SIEGEL said that the Organization was studying the relative values of 
- • ‘ ‘ * , . . . . _ . - • . • - . .. . , , ' . 二 . . .....:• '. ‘ ‘ '• ‘ 7 

centralization and decentralization for administrative, budgetary and financial 

functions• The installation of the computer would make it possible to recentralize 

certain of those functions which had already been decentralized, but it would be some 

time before computer operations were really m d e r way. It would be wise not to 

expect immediate results; it would probably fee оде or two years before the computer 

was operating efficiently enough for any decentralization. The problem was very 

much in mind and would be given concentrated study at the earliest opportunity. 

The CHAIRMAN pointed out that computers were also regarded as a means of more 

efficient decentralization. They were useful, for example, in inventory control 

and in obtaining information hitherto obtainable only through travel• 

Expert Committees (Official Records No. 146,.pages 52 and 90) 

Mr SIEGEL said that the individual expert committees had been reviewed under 

... . .
:

. i 
the appropriate programme activity. He drew attention to paragraph 6.1 of document 

EB37/AF/WP/5, in which it was indicated that 22 expert committees comprising a 

total of l6o mernbers were proposed for 1967， compared with 23 expert committies 

comprising 174 members for 1966, There was a net increase of $ 900 in the 

estimates under Appropriation Section 6, resulting from an increase of $ 11 000 in 

printing costs, partly offset by a reduction of $ 10 100 for one committee• 

1 The information contained in this paragraph is included in Off, Rec, Wld Hlth 
Org., 149, Chapter III, Part 2. — — — — — — — — 
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Other Statutory Staff Costs (Official Records No. 146, pages 52 and 102) 

Mr SIEGEL suggested that the item should be discussed at the same time as the 

corresponding item under Part 工工工，Administrative Services. 

It was so agreed. 

Administrative Services (Official Records No. 146, pages 53-57 and 91-98) 

Mr SIEGEL said that for Administrative Services there was a net increase of 

$ 149 399 in the proposed estimates for 1967 as compared with those for 1966. Details 

were set out in paragraphs 8.0.1 and 8.0.2
1

 of document EB37/AF/WP/5, but he suggested 

that they should be dealt with under the relevant sub-divisions. Paragraph 8.0.3"^ 

showed the total number of posts proposed for the Organization
?

 s administration and 

finance services• Paragraph 8.0.4 referred to the summary of the total funds 

administered directly or indirectly by WHO which had been, or were expected to be 

2 

obligated during the period 1962-1966, contained in Appendix 5.2. There had been 

a considerable increase in the workload of those services, the average increase over 

the period I962-I965 being 3^-80 per cent. During the same period the total funds 

referred to had increased "by 52 per cent, and the number of authorized posts for the 

administration and finance services by per cent. The relationship of the 

administration and finance staff to the total headquarters staff， and to the total 
3 

staff of the Organization, was shown in Chart ^>.1. 

The CHAIRMAN, in the absence of any general comment, invited comments on 

individual items. 

1

 The information contained in these paragraphs is included in Off, Rec. Wld 
Hlth O r g " 149, Chapter 工工I, Part 2. — — — — — 

p 

Reproduced in Off. Rec. Wld Hlth O r g” 1^9，as Appendix 2. 

) O f f , Rec, Wld Hlth O r g ^ l49> Chart 2. 
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8Л Office of the Director-General 

Mr SIEGEL said that no changes were proposed» 

8.2 Office of the Assistant Director-General 

Mr SIEGEL said that no changes were proposed. • 

8.3 Administrative Co-ordination 

Mr SIEGEL said that no changes were proposed. The organizational unit had 

been created to delineate clearly the functions being performed and, the staff had 

been transferred from the office of the Assistant Director-General• 

8•斗 Administrative Management and Personnel 

Mr SIEGEL said that staffing changes included an additional administrative 

management officer needed to deal with the increasing workload in respect of data 

processing and other mechanical processes. There were two additional posts under 

Personnel: a clerk and a clerk-stenographer, to help with the increasing workload. 

No changes were proposed for temporary consultants. There was a net increase of 

$ 100 under duty travel, resulting from an increase of $ 700 in the office of the 

Director) and decreases of $ 5〇0 under Personnel and $ 100 under Conference and 

Office Services. 

8.5 Budget and Finance 

Mr SIEGEL said that no changes were proposed. 

8.6 Legal Office 
• . . . . . 

Mr SIEGEL said that no changes were proposed. 
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8.7 Internal Audit ...... 

Mr SIEGEL said that no changes were proposed» 

8.8 Public Information • -

Mr SIEGEL said that no changes were proposed in respect of staff. There were 

increases of $ 斗000 for temporary staff, $ 2400 for consultant fees and $ 5000 for 

duty travel, all resulting from the preparations for the twentieth anniversary 

celebrations. There was also an' increase of $ )3。0 for public information supplies 

and materials. 

The CHAIRMAN recalled that reference had been made earlier to increases resulting 

from rises in printing costs and that the Conimittee was —to -.be provided with a break-

down. He inquired whether increased printing costs were an element in the item 

befjre the Committee. 

l

Mr SIEGEL said that that was the case. The provision for publishing World Health 

was covered under Programme Activities and the increased costs were dealt with there. 

It would be included in the working paper being prepared for the' Committee. 

The CHAIRMAN said that such publications as World Health and the WHO Chronicle 

contained accounts of programme developments in such aspects as vector control and 

he thought that it might be useful if members of the Committee and also possibly 

members of the Board could be provided with marked copies of-those publications> so 

that they might be able to study more readily the elaboration of, for example, new 

systems of vector control, If that could be done it would help to give a picture 

of how those publications related to the work of the Organization.,. as seen from the 

budgetary point of view. 
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Dr RAO asked whether the public "information material was furnished to the main 

medical teaching and nursing centres and training institutes• He suggested that 

that material should be provided free to those institutions; WHO would thus make 

its impact felt on future trainees. 

Mr HANDLER, Director, Division of Public Information, said that public information 

material was sent free to centres, universities and other institutions. It was 

difficult to answer whether it was sent to all such bodies throughout the world, 

since their number was constantly increasing. A mailing list had been compiled 

and was being kept as up-to-date as possible. Any institution requesting material 

was put on the free mailing list. 

Dr RAO said he had hoped for a more positive approach to the problem which would 

be of greater assistance in future planning. 

. . . ' . . . . 、 “ . . ¿ .• л- • -• • - ... ••.•.•••'• • .. -.； ‘ 

The CHAIRMAN asked if he had a specific suggestion. 

Dr RAO suggested that World Health and other WHO publications should be supplied 

free to all medical colleges and training centres throughout the developing countries 

which were faced with a serious problem in developing their manpower. 

The CHAIRMAN thought that Dr Rao
1

 s comment was related to: what Dr Evang had :. 

said concerning the interrelation of publication costs and trends of distribution. 

He felt that that would be part of the discussion to be planned for the Board. 

6.9 External Relations 

Mr SIEGEL said that no changes were proposed for 1967. . 
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8.10 Liaison Office with the United Nations (New York) 

Mr SIEGEL said that one change was proposed - the addition in I967 of a clerk 

to help with increased workload requirements of the office. 

The CHAIRMAN asked Mr Siegel to comment on the increasing workload. 

Mr SIEGEL explained that the workload and work requirements of the liaison office 

in New York depended on and were related to the number of meetings held in the United 

Nations building in New York. There had been an increase in the number of meetings 

necessitating WHO representation, with a resultant increase in the number of head-

quarters staff attending meetings in New York and an added burden on the clerical 

services available there. Provision was being made in 1967 for an additional clerk, 

but experience showed that the need clearly existed now. 

Common Services 

Referring the Committee to page 58 of Officiai Records No. 146, Mr SIEGEL 

explained that the item ”Common Services" was provided with no number because the 

Common Services were divided among the different parts of the budget estimates. He 

drew the Committee^ attention to paragraph 8.10.1"^ of document EBJ7/AF/WP/5, and 

noted that of the net increase of $ 385 there was an increase in common services 

requirements, other than personnel, of $ 259 040, resulting from increased cost of 

maintenance and cleaning of $ 45 1^0j rental and maintenance of equipment $ 49 000; 

communications services $ 20 500; contractual services $ 4CO (including an amount 

of $ 25 000 proposed for the first time as a grant-in-aid to the International School, 

Geneva) ； freight and transportation $ 4700; printing $ 200; „office supplies $ 78 100 

and acquisition of capital assets $ 25 000. The balance of $ 73 345 was for salary-

costs for staff in established posts ($ 58 845) and an expected increase in the general 

services salary scales ($ 3斗 500)• 

1

 The information contained in this paragraph is included in Off, Rec> VJld Hlth 
Org., 149^ Chapter III, Part 2. — — — — — — — — 
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Mr THORP said that the item on the International School of Geneva had attracted his 

attention, and he felt the Committee would be interested to know more about that proposal. 

Perhaps they could be informed whether any explanatory material on the subject was 

available. He understood that the proposal to offer what amounted to a subsidy to 

the school was part of a general plan by the school to build up a fund. He asked 

whether WHO was only one of a few contributors and whether the Organization had 

considered attaching any qualifications to its contributions, relating them to the 

general accumulation of money which would make a substantial and useful contribution 

to the aims of the school. Was the subsidy contemplated as a continuing item in the 

event of WHO's agreement that the school should be so subsidized? 

Mr SIEGEL said that he was pleased to reply to Mr Thorp
1

 s questions, since the 

matter represented a very important consideration for Ш0. A major problem encountered 

in recruiting international staff was that of education arrangements for their children. 

The International School in Geneva had been started 40 years ago to meet the need to 

provide adequate educational facilities for the international organizations then in 

Geneva. The school had been operating in old and temporary buildings and recently the 

school authorities had undertaken an extensive fund-raising campaign in crder to 

accumulate sufficient capital to replace certain buildings and provide needed capital for 

equipment and other capital improvements. The fund-raising effort was not intended to 

meet the annual operating cost of the school. In view of the importance of the matter 

he felt that the Committee might wish to have a written presentation in the form of a 

working paper, which the Secretariat would be happy to provide, to enable the Committee 

to incorporate the full statement in its report to the Executive Board. Referring to 
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the question whether there had been any precedents for such a contribution, he-

mentioned that the United Nations General Assembly had appropriated between. $ 50 000 

and $ 100 000 per year for a number of years to the International School in New York, 

mostly to meet annual operating deficits. The United Nations General Assembly had 

recently endorsed a capital fund-raising effort for the New York school amounting to 

$ 3 000 000 and had called on Member States to contribute to that fund. 

The plan of the Geneva International School authorities for. their campaign v/as 

to aim at raising about $ 100 000 a year for ten years from international organisations. 

Ш0
1

 s share would be $ 25 000 for each of the ten years. 工t.was hoped to raise . 

$ 75 000 from other international organisations, and to receive approximately $ 20G 000 

annually from other sources in the Geneva area, such as private industry and n o n’ 

governmental organizations interested in the adequacy of the educational facilities of 

the school. Tne authorities also hoped that with a firm plan to raise the amount 

of $ 3 ООО 000 over ten years they would be able to attract other sources of income, 

i.e., from foundations, some of which had already indicated that they would be prepared 

to consider such a request on a matching basis. Thus, a contribution from VffiO and 

other international organizations would appear to be very crucial to the fund-

raising efforts by encouraging and stimulating the needed contributions from other 

sources. It would be possible, of course， for WHO to discontinue its annual 

provision at any time, if it became evident that the other prospective contributors 

did not do their part. 
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Dr BOYE-JOHNSON asked what would be the attitude and policy of WHO when it 

received requests for similar grants from international schools in other parts of 

the world. 

Mr SIEGEL said that if in another area there was a sufficient number of children 

of international staff attending or wishing to attend a truly internatio照丰 

warrant its creation or maintenance, WHO and other international organizations would 
：

* ‘ : . . . - . . . 二 人 ， • ^ - . 二 • • . • ••.. ； . . . . .: ... ‘ - "
； : •- : - . ; - . . • . ‘

：
. ：二.'.. 

have to assume the responsibility for assisting in proviciing. adequate educational 

facilities. He. knew, of one other such school in EaSrt Africa and apparently there , л 
；'?：：" i- •. .í. :•？á.V.í . Л . ‘ .. ‘ •：. .. .. . . . . 了. —— J ！. . . . . . , • v- - - '_.':•..•、，. .....， — ... 

was another in Copenhagen.沁. 

The CHAIRMAN believed that if all relevant points were covered in a documènt to 

be pre pared by the Secretariat it would be very helpful to the Board. 

Dr EVANG said that the matter could be referred to again when it was dealt with 

by the Board. 

Other Statutory S^baff Costs 

• rr-.- ‘ • ； . . : . . . 「 • . . . - , • . . •• . ..•••. •‘ ••.••. •• -：•••/•{'：• -Г i'rf.r---：̂ .̂  -.；•,•：*' 
•• •+•'. “ — . •‘ “‘ . . -•-:.• . . . . . . . . .. .....-- • • . ‘ '-1.' - • - • • У-.'- • 

Mr SIEGEL referred the Committee to page 11 of EBJ7/AF/WP/5, paragraph 9.1, 

where it was explained that the estimates under Appro priât i on Sections 7 and. 9 
-. ....- ..-,1" . 'r~ • •''... ; • , •“ • ..", “‘ . ： \ • • - . - . . . . . •-- , ...-.,.、Г ¡. ... ‘ ：‘ f ‘‘ .-；.,-
； .,.: • í . Г. :..•、.- . .. . . . . . 、• -- - - . 、_ . . .. • . • . , _ . . • . ¿ . . • ^ л - • «. Л • . ••--— 

related to the costs other than salaries of the personnel provided for under Part 工工 

(Operating Programme) and Part III (Administrative Services). Those estimates were 

based on staff entitlements in accordance with the Staff Regulations and Rules of the 

Organization, and .computed on the basis of the actual.entitlements of the incumbents 
• •‘ » • • 1 ‘ t •+• ‘ ‘ • * -

• . ......' f '.‘ • . ；‘ of filled posts. In the case of vacant and new posts, the estimates had been com-

pu ted on the basis of averages determined in the light of experience, was explained 
• -

：
 '.-. ：' -. • -•• ••• •'• •• -.••'•• ‘ 

1

 The information contained in this paragraph isriTiciuáed—în—OfiV Rèc, V/ld Hlth 
Org., 149, Chapter 工工I, Part 2. 一 — 
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in document EB37/AF/WP/5.
1

 The increase under Appropriation Section 7 was $ 878 764 

and that under Appropriation Section 9 was $ 12^ 365， making a total of $ 1 002 129. 

The details were to be found in the tables on pages 102 to 104 of Official Records 

No. 146. 

Other Purposes 

2 

Mr SIEGEL referred the Committee to document EBJ7/AF/WP/5, paragraph 10.1, which 

indicated that the estimates under Part IV (Other Purposes) showed an increase of 

$ 100 000 compared with 1966. The increase resulted from the provision for the first 

time of an amount of $ 100 000 as an initial credit for the Revolving Fund for 

Teaching and Laboratory Equipment. He recalled that the establishment of such a 

fund was proposed by the Director-General in pursuance of resolutions WHA18.39 and 

EB36.RI6 of the Eighteenth World Health Assembly and the thirty-sixth session of the 

Executive Board. He referred the Committee to the Executive Board document EByj/h, 

and said he felt that the item was one of major importance to x^hich the Committee 

would wish to refer the Board, and that the decision taken by the Board and ultimately 

by the Assembly on the proposal would govern whether or not the figure of $ 100 000 

should be included in the proposed budget. 

The provision, under Appropriation Section 10, for the Headquarters Building Fund
5 

of $ 500 000 was the same amount as in I966 and was an integral part of the total 

headquarters building financial plan. 

一 ~ 

The substance of this working paper is incorporated in Off. Нес, Wld Hlth Org., 
149, Chapter II and Appendix 1. 

2 
The information contained in this paragraph is included in Off, Rec. Wld Hlth 

Org,、 149, Chapter III, Part 2. 

) S e e Off. Rec. Wld Hlth Org., 148, Annex 12. .… . • 
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一 • _ 

Professor GERIC said he realized the importance of setting up the Revolving Fund 

for Teaching and Laboratory Equipment and that although $ 100 000 was a large sum it 

was not enough to meet the needs of all countries. The principle of the fund had been 

well outlined and he was sure that it would be well organized. But he wondered 

whether it was intended to increase that sum. 

Dr RAO said he appreciated the allocation for the Revolving Fund. The main 

problem of developing countries in South-East Asia was lack of foreign exchange for 

laboratory equipment, etc, and the Regional Committee that had met in Bangkok in 196) 

had suggested that the Assembly and the Director-General should explore the 

possibilities in that context. He had referred on the previous day to education and 

training and tho manpower needs of the world in the field of health, which represented 

a point of weakness. . ttiless mass programmes were supported by adequate personnel， after 

a period of years they would collapse. Medical manpower in the middle as well as the 

upper level wats essential to stabilize the excellent work that had been done by WHO. 

The Division of Education and Training of WHO had done a magnificent job in 18 years and 

had focused attsntion on training programmes. He advocated that rather than 

governraentr asking for and being given advice, a plan be provided and the countries 

guided in the future development of health. In that case it would be possible to 

build better health for the whole world., To achieve that, equipment and teachers 

were fundamental, which would require more funds. He drew the Committee
r

s attention 

to the publication by the Association of American Medical Colleges pf a report to the 

Agency for International Development, outlining a programme for health manpower and 

inviting the agency to provide sufficient funds to enable health manpower to be built 

up in every enveloping country. He thought it might be possible for WII0 to ensure 

that the necessary laboratory equipment and training facilities were increased in 

every developing country^ particularly in Africa,
:

 - Asia> and-Latin America. 
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Dr DIBA asked whether the Committee would discuss document EByj/k,^ in which the 

Director-General proposed the setting up of the Revolving Fund. 

The CHAIRMAN said that the matter was one for the Executive Board, but it could, 

be discussed. 

Dr DIBA said that the Revolving Fund had been lengthily discussed by the Committee 

and had been given general approval by the Health Assembly. There was a lack of 

foreign currency in many developing countries. He stressed the importance of 

assisting the education and training of personnel and of medical schools and 

laboratories. He felt that it was essential that the Committee should recommend the 

Executive Board to approve the provision of $ 100 000. 

The CHAIRMAN added a suggestion for consideration. In the United States of 

America, when schools lacked equipnent for adequate training they used what in a 

working situation would be considered outmoded equipment for training purposes. A 

factor was that older models were usually simpler and the basic principles of the 

instrumentation were more readily discernible, lie wondered whether it would not be 

useful to consider that idea with reference to countries where there was a surplus of 

equipment in order to build up a ”bank" of such equipment, which could be distributed 

by the Director-General to teaching institutions where they were useful. In that 

way the relatively small amount of $ 10C 000 might have a very great multiplying 

effect, if such equipment could be obtained. 

Dr HAPPI supported the previous speakers. He recalled the stress that had been 

laid on the difficulty of controlling the quality of drugs in countries lacking train-

ing facilities. He also recalled that emphasis had been laid on training local 

1

 See Off. Rec. Wld Illth Org” 148, Annex 12. 
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personnel in local conditîôiis in developing countries. Very few developing countries 

possessed medical schools j, and the fund would help to create them. He hoped that the 

Committee would recommend, not only the adoption of the Revolving Fund, but also 

ensure that the amount would be increased in view of the importance of the requirements 

of the developing countries• 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said he recognized the small amount of the Revolving Fund, 

but it had to be realized that it was a question of order of magnitudes. He 

referred to tho document mentioned by Dr Rao, that had been produced by the 

Association of American Medical Colleges. That document was a very interesting one. 

It proposed that the expenditure of $ 5〇 ООО 000 be provided for the development of a 

programme. The present proposal was a simple one, to provide necessary small items 

of equipnent that the country would pay for in local currency. The question of how 

to feed the Revolving Fund was quite an important one, since it could happen that 

the $ 100 000 might become $ 100 000 in a local currency that was not easy to 

utilize. How that could be developed and the best way of doing so would have to 

be studied in the light of experience. lie did not consider any problem more 

important than training of health manpower. To develop health plans already 

established, countries had to determine their health needs and to be aware of the 

type of personnel required to carry on the work. 

Each country had to realize the type of auxiliary personnel it needed• It was 

a very complex problem. It had to be realized, as the Chairman had pointed out, 

that though the amount of the Fund was small, it should represent a pilot project 

to see how more substantial developments could be made in the future. He hoped it 

would show countries with bilateral programmes the importance of teaching equipment 

in the developnent of medical schools . 
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Dr EVANG said that it was a new type of service that the Organization was 

trying to render. He was sure that eventually there would be very great interest 

in the project. He agreed fully with the Chairman that older models of equipment 

were not only equal to but often better than new for teaching purposes. If it was 

made clear that such equipment was intended for teaching situations only， one might 

possibly avoid adverse reactions to accepting оId-type equipment. 

The matter was complicated by the fact that in a school the teaching situation 

might be combined with a therapeutic or a clinical situation with a patient. 

He raised the practical point of the problem of obtaining spare parts in 

countries with foreign currency difficulties. He thought that part of the Fund 

might be channelled into providing reserve spare parts. 

The meeting rose at 12,30 p,m« 
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1. TRIBUTE TO THE LATE PRIME MINISTER OP INDIA, MR LAL BAHADUR SHASTRI 

The CHAIRMAN said that he had been distressed to learn of the sudden death of 

Mr Shastri, Prime Minister of India. He asked the Committee and the Secretariat to 

join him in extending sympathy to their Indian colleague on the Committee, Dr Rao, and 

to stand for a moment as a mark of silent respect. 

Tne_ Oommittee stpo_d__silence_ for one mÁQutg,• 

Dr RAO thanked the Chairman and the Committee for their expression of sympathy 

and understanding in his country
1

 s bereavement. Throughout his life Mr Shastri had 

striven for peace and for the progress of his people and his loss would be deeply felt. 

2. DETAILED EXAMIMTION AND ANALYSIS OP THE DIREOTOR-GENERAL
f

 S PROPOSED PROGRAME 
AM) BUDGET ESTIMATES FOR 1967： Item 6.1 of the Agenda (Official Records No. 146; 
Documents EB37/31 and EB37/AF/Wp/5) (continued) , 

Programme Activities (continued) 
• — W _ -»»•—’__• • 丨 i m I Mil _ • I I•丨 |_ •_ _• 1 • II» • — —’—•_ • , 

4.12 Editorial and Reference Services 

Mr SIEGEL, Assistant Director-General, said that provision had been made in the 

budget for 1967 for the following five additional posts in the Division of Editorial 

and Reference Services : A documents clerk in the Office of the Director (section 

4.12.0)， three translators (section 4.12.1) and a junior editor for Technical 

Publications (section 4.12.2)
#
 'fhore were no changes in duty travel. It would 

be noted, from pages 48 and 87 of Official Rocprds. No. 146, that there was an increased 

provision of $ 22 8OO for the printing of publications. That increase.resulted from 
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higher printing costs ($ 51 ^500), an increased number of pages ($ 5100) and an 

increased number of copies of publications ($ 斗000)， amounting to a total increase 

for those items of $ 60 400， which was partially offset by $ 37 600 provided in 1966 

for the publication of the International Classifications of Diseases, Injuries and 

Causes of Death. Provision vras also included to meet the cost of the production 

by outside writers of comprehensive publications in commemoration of the twentieth 

anniversary of Ш0 in 1968, as well as the production of exhibition material and 

of a film which was being made. 

Mr WACHOB, adviser to Dr Watt, said that he would like to know, first, v/hat 

benefits might be derived from the $ 8000 provided for sales promotion material, to 

which reference was made in paragraph (c) of section 4.12.0, and whether that 

provision showed an increase over previous years or was in fact a new item. 

Secondly, referring to the table which related to Editorial and Reference Services 

(page 82 of Official Records No. 146), he noted that the budgetary provision for 

temporary staff in the Office of the Director had risen from $ 40 000 in 1966 to 

$ 70 000 in 1967• He wondered whether the additional work foreseen could not, in 

part, be carried out by the permanent staff of that Office. 

Mr SIEGEL said that, as far as the cost of sales promotion was concerned, the 

provision for $ 8OOO included in the 1967 estimates had also been made in the 1965 

and 1966 estimates, as would be seen from the table on page 87 of the budget volume. 

However, some years previously, the Secretariat had drawn up a report showing the 

annual income from sales of publications and, should the Committee so wish, that 

report could be brought up to date and reissued. It could also include information 

with regard to the cost of sales promotion. 
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As far as Mr Wachob*s question regarding temporary staff shown under the Office 

of the Director was concerned, the permanent staff in that Office already had clearly 

defined functions, and the temporary staff were required mostly for other units in 

the Division. Experience had shown that the Organization' s needs for temporary staff 

in 1966 had been grossly mderestirnated and it would be rioted from the table on page 82 

of the budget volume that the provision for such staff in 1966 showed a marked 

reduction when compared with that for 1965. It was now proposed to re-establish 

the provision for temporary staff at a level which would enable the work requirements 

of the Division of Editorial and Reference Services to be met. 

The CHAIRMAN considered that a report on sales of publications and sales promotion 

along the lines mentioned by Mr Siegel, would be very helpful. As far as the pleins 

to commemorate the Organization
1

 s twentieth anniversary v/ere concerned, he asked for 

some more detailed information, particularly with regard to the work to be done by 

outside writers. Lastly, he hoped that the standard of interpretation within the 

Organization would be maintained at its present higji level and wondered who trier any 

ways had been considered by the Organization itself, or in collaboration with, the 

United Nationsj of assuring an equivalent service in other organizations. 

Mr SIEGEL said that, briefly, the plans for commornorating the Organization's 

twentieth anniversary were the following. Of the $ 70 000 provided for that purpose 

in the 1967 budget estimates $ 30 000 would go towards the cost of a film which v/as in 

production and would be ready by 1968, the balance of the film's costs being borne by 

the 1965 and 1966 budgets. The provision of a number of exhibits ftir display in 

various countries was also planned at a cost of ф 5000 and the balance of $ 35 000 

remaining from the $ 70 000 foreseen in the 1967 budget estimates, would be used for 
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publications on the work accomplished by WHO during its first twenty years, to 

be written by outside authors from Franco and, if possible, from the USSR and 

Latin America. He would be pleased to provide further information, if the 

Committee so required. 

As far as the Chairman
1

s remarks with regard to the interpreters and 

translators were concerned, he agreed that Ш0 had succeeded in establishing a 

high standard of work which, it was to be hoped, would be maintained. However, 

he doubted whether it would be possible for the Organization to extend its success 

in that field to other international organizations, some of which had difficulties 

in recruiting and retaining interpreters of high calibre. It was in fact a 

tribute to WHO that it had succeeded in securing such a high standard of inter-

pretation and translation. 

The CHAIRMAN said that, while he appreciated the information provided by 

Mr Siegel with regard to the arrangements for the Organization's twentieth 

anniversary, what he really wanted to know was what would be the subject of the 

books written by outside authors. Would the author from France deal only with 

the Organization's work in that country, for example? 
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Mr SIEGEL said that the subject of the books would be WHO'S work during the 

twenty-year period of its existence. The authors selected would be given the 

opportunity to travel and to see for themselves the work being carried out by 

WHO throughout the world. In that way, they would be enabled to write the 

type of book that would be of interest to the layman and hence to the. general . 

public and could report on the Organization
f

 s work and achievements in assisting 

governments through projects over the past twenty years• There was certainly 

-.....,. • •. ‘ ； • •； :. "•‘ . • 4 • • . 一 ….，:，.：.. .......... , . . . : • ‘ . . . : .. •'..、 

no questioii of the book
1

 s scope being limited to the country of which its author 

. . . . . , . . • . . - . . . . , ’ ， . . . . . . . . . . ： .. =- ； ； ,;-:、:•：•‘；：’„•..:. ••'；... 

was* á nat-ioñalv ' 一… 

""••.. "“ . . . ... '.' - ‘ ' • ‘ • . ..... : ... : - : . '..L • . . 
- . � • - - - . ’ . . . 一 .：‘ - r ….’... 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that the Organization liad in fact already .published 

a number of books written by outside authors on the occasion of its tenth 

anniversary . They included books by Morgan on WHÓ
!

 s work in certain parts of 

Latin America and Africa and by Pierre Gascard on the work done in Asia and Africa, 

as well as a number of books written for the interest of the general public, among 

them one by Professor Fraser Broc king ton which had been published in a paperback 

edition* It was not possible however to be too precise about what an author should 
_ . . • • , . . . . . . ... - :.. .. •• •• •. • ^ • > -, r. • Г,

 1 “ 

write - in any event the Frenchman who was to write a book to commemorate WHO
1

s 

twentieth anniversary was a member of the French Academy of Letters. WHO'S role 

was to arrange for the writers to visit certain countries so that they could see 

what governments were achieving with the help of the Organization and could then 
write their books on the basis of the information thus gained. 
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The ÇHAIHyiAN asked who would be responsible for planning the itinerary of 

the writers. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that the itineraries would be discussed and 

planned with WHO, Moreover, the writers would submit a draft of their books, 

not for criticism but for constructive suggestions from the Secretariat and the 

Director-General• 

Professor GERIC, referring to section 4.12.4 (Health Legislation), asked 

what criteria were used in the selection of material for the International Digest 

of Health Legislation and whether governments were required to submit texts of 

all health laws to the Organization or whether WHO had to ask for them, 

Dr HOWARD-JOTES, Director, Division of Editorial and Reference Services, said 

that it was difficult to say in a few words what criteria were used in the 

selection of material for the Digest• However, the subject had been examined in 

some detail by the Executive Board, in particular at its sixth and ninth sessions, 

and it had approved the criteria proposed by the Director-General for the selec-

tion of legislative texts. The question had been further considered by the 

Board in 1959 and i960, at its twenty-third and twenty-fifth sessions, during its 

organizational study of publications,，and the criteria had again been agreed by 

the Board• 

With regard to the various health laws of governments, under Article 6j> of 

the Constitution Member States were required to communicate the texts of all 

important laws to the Organization, In practice, however, it was found neces-

sary to have recourse to the material contained in the United Nations library since 

that organization appeared to be more successful in securing such texts than WHO. 
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"Dr BOYE-JOHNSON said, that it would appear that many Member States were unaware 

of their responsibilities under the Constitution.' He suggested that the matter be 

brought to their notice. 

The CHAIRMAN agreed with Dr Boye-Johnson. 
• I,：. - . . . ' . . . . • ； . • •'• • . 

Dr EVANG also agreed with Dr Boye-Johnson• A practical question was involved, 

however, which concerned the Organization
1

s ability to cope with the abundance of 

legal texts in varying languages which would be forthcoming if the provisions of 

Article 63 of the Constitution were adhered to by Member States* Since in.his own 

country, Norway, it was extremely difficult to have a document translated officially 

into one of the Organization
T

s working languages, he wished to know whether the 

Secretariat'would itself undertake the translation of such texts or whether it 

would require them to be carried out within the country concerned and, if so, into 

vâilèh language -

Dr HOWARD-JONES said that, as far as the question of obtaining material from. 
..'i • . •.. '. . . . . . ‘ . • ‘ • • 

governments was concerned, circular letters had been despatched reminding, 

governments of their obligations, although admittedly some years previously. There 

was an additional complicating.factor in the case of federal governments.which 

themselves often had difficulty in securing a complete ^et of all state - including 

health legislation. With regard to the translation of legal texts, the 

Secretariat at present translated from some twenty languages and, although the 

translations were not official^ there was no reason to suppose that they were 

inadequate• In that connexion, Scandinavian languages presented.no particular 

problem. 
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The CHAIRMAN noted that there were no further comments and suggested that the 

Committee should pass on to the next section of the budget volume • 

4.13 Vector Control 

Mr SIEGEL said, that provision hacl been made in the IS67 estimates for an 

additional post of clerk-stenographer• There was a decrease of one consultant 

month, representing $ 1700; no changes were foreseen under duty travels 

The CHAIHVIAN then invited Mr Wright, Chief of the Office of Vector Control, 

to address the Committee. 

Mr WRIGHT (Vector Control) said that the expansion of the programme of the 

Vector Control unit which had been in existence for almost twelve years, had been 

commensurate with the growth of the Organization
 T

s activities in communicable 

disease control and, in particular, malaria eradication. To avoid duplication, 

the Unit had the responsibility of carrying out and co-ordinating research on a 

number of technical matters, such as genetics, biochemistry and toxicology, which 

were of interest to more than one unit in the Organization. Its programme was 

based upon the following principles. In the first place, all vectors of public 

health importance were controlled by chemicals, and that situation was likely to 

continue into the foreseeable future• Secondly, physiological and behavioural 

resistance was the most important single obstacle to the control and eradication 

of certain vector-borne diseases. Thirdly, despite extensive research, no single 

or simple solution had been found to that plienomenon. Fourthly, the only 

practical counter-measure to resistance was the replacement of compounds to which 
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resistance had developed by others known to be effective and the simultaneous develop-

ment of alternative procedures not involving chemicals. Fifthly, existing knowledge 

of the ecology and behaviour of the majority of vectors was inadequate, thus impairing 

the effective application of the currently available control techniques and preventing 

the full exploitation of such newly developed procedures as the sterile male technique 

and other forms of genetic manipulation- Lastly., the majority of the developing 

countries had insufficient scientific resources with which to carry out the investi-

gations needed to solve those problems and therefore looked to the international 

agencies for assistance and advice• 

The programme had been developed along two broad lines, the first of which con-

cerned the co-ordination, stimulation and support of research into the nature of 

resistance, with a view to ascertaining its implications and ultimately to developing 

rational counter-measures. Such research included investigations into the extent and 

type of resistance and the execution of global surveys. In that connexion, it was 

important to initiate investigations into those problems that appeared to have signi-

ficance in the future. Members of the Organization
1

s staff had visited the various 

laboratories working on the problem and information had thus been gained as to where 

special skills lay and where assistance or training were required. It had also 

allowed WHO to render certain services to governments and laboratories， such as the 

collection and distribution of information and the provision of standard materials -

a form of service which was growing in importance and value to research workers. 

There were now 16 test procedures for determining resistance in insects of public 

health importance in use throughout the world and almost all research work on resis-

tance was based on those and other V/HO standardized procedures. The Organization had 

also been instrumental in bringing together research and field workers at symposia and 

seminars. 
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The second main activity of the unit concerned the development of immediate 

counter-measures to resistance and an extensive effort had been made with regard to 

the evaluation and testing of new insecticides. The Organization was in close con-

tact with 46 chemical companies and evaluation was undertaken through a complex of 14 

collaborating laboratories• If no insecticide had been found to replace DDT, it was 

simply because none was available, but the programme was designed to continue on an 

indefinite basis. While endeavouring to find alternative and effective insecticides, 

it was also important to ensure that the various comiDOunds approved for use in public 

health programmes could be used safely. The work of the unit on toxicology had 

therefore expanded considerably over the past three years and would continue to do so 

after 1966
3
 thanks to a grant from the United States Public Health Service. The work 

done involved the determination of the inherent toxicity of each compound to mammals, 

the relationship between chemical structures and mammalian toxicity, the mode of 

action and routes of absorption in persons handling them. WHO was undertaking some 

original research in these fields and it was largely owing to research being supported 

by the Organization that so much was known about the carbamates insecticides. Consi-

derable work had also been done by the Organization on the development of suitable 

antidotes and a review had been made of procedures for administrating them in emer-

gencies. An important part of the work concerned the co-ordination and support of 

research into the chemistry of all insecticides currently in use in public health. 
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The specifications for pesticides had been recommended by the Expert Committee on 

Insecticides and it was probable that 95 per cent, of all insecticides used in public 

health were manufactured on the basis of those. The application of insecticides was 

of great importance and research in that connexion was supported and co-ordinated, 

with particular emphasis being given at present to the equipment required for the 

application"of molluscides. Research was also carried out on the development of 

biological control procedures^ in collaboration with Environmental Biology; it 

included a survey on insect pathology. Investigations viere also undertaken regarding 

the possible use of parasites, predators^ fungi and viruses for insect control. 

However, the most challenging development in that field was the possible use of gene-

tical manipulation for the control of vectors，which included the use of the sterile male 

technique, chemosterHants and genetical substitution. The use of all those proce-

dures would depend entirely upon the knowledge of the ecology of the vectors concerned. 

A first attempt had been made to collect data on the Culex fatigans species at the 

Filiariasis Research Unit established in Rangoon by V/HO in collaboration with the 

Burmese Government, and the investigations conducted there over the past three years 

would now permit the implementation of a large-scale experimental programme, 
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Even more important, however^ in view of the recent outbreaks of haemorrhagic 

fever and yellow fever^ was the collection of adequate information on the ecology and 

biology of Aedes aegypti， and the Organization had therefore, in collaboration with 

the Government of Thailand, established a research unit on that species in Bangkok. 

Furthermore, investigations were to be started into the speciation of Aedes aegypti 

in Africa• In that continent, the Aedes aegypti was not an entirely urban mosquito, 

as was the case in most other parts of the world, and it was therefore vital to 

determine which forms were transmitting virus diseases in Africa, where their breeding 

places were and what their general behaviour was. 

Over the past ten years the Organization had also undertaken research into 

methods which could be used to clisinsect aircraft to prevent the transportation of 

dangerous insects from one part of the world to another. The technical aspects of 

the work involved had now been completed and the problem facing the Organization was 

to find ways and means" whereby the necessary procedures might be introduced on a 

routine basis into airline operations. 

The ultimate objective of the Organization was to develop integrated control 

procedures embracing the judicial use of chemicals and biological control or genetical 

manipulation. 

The CHAIRMAN said that the work of the Vector Control unit was all the more 

important in the light of the recent outbreak of yellow fever in Senegal, from where 

it might easily be exported to other parts of the world. When Dr Horowitz came to 

present the report for his region, it might be useful if he could mention some of the 

problems encountered in eradicating the mosquito in the Americas. 
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4.14 Programme Со-ordination 

Mr SIEGEL said that no changes had been proposed with regard to the Office of 

Programme Co-ordination• 

斗省15 Programme Formulation and Evaluation 

Mr SIEGEL said that provision had been made for a total of three consultant 

months at an estimated cost of $ 5Ю0. 

Dr RAO said that WHO'S approaching twentieth anniversary made it an appropriate 

time to evaluate the extent to which the Organization had been successful in achieving 

its objectives and to plan for the future. 

4.I6 Senior Staff Training 

Mr SIEGEL said that provision had been made for an additional post of clerk-

stenographer to meet the unit's increased workload. There was also an increase of 

$ 1000 for duty travel. 

The CHAIRMAN asked why it was necessary to have a clerk-stenographer and an 

increased allowance for duty travel in respect of staff training. 

Mr WACHOB/ adviser to Dr Watt, asked for information on the unit's general 

programme, the method of selecting people for training and what evidence there was 

that the training had proved of benefit• 
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Dr RAO said it would be interesting to know whether the training enabled staff 

members to keep abreast of the rapid economic， social and anthropological changes in 

the world, so that they could benefit Member countries. 

Dr DEENY (Senior Staff Training), rèplying> said that duty travel was necessary 

because it was essential for the person in charge of the programme to visit the field 

from time to time to see how work was progressing and keep in touch with conditions. It 

was also desirable for hirn to visit the regional offices - which hitherto had hardly 

been possible - and also institutions in other countries conducting vast training pro-

grajnmes, in order to compare methods and techniques. The clerk-stenographer was required 

because of the extra work resulting from the development of new techniques for education, 

such as problem-solving exercises, which must be properly presented, and which required 

basic study before they could be presented at courses. Documentation had to be provided 

for participants during the courses and to take away with them at the end of the courses• 

Follow-up was also important and methods included the preparation of bibliographies and 

the circulation of topical material on tape recordings, which had proved of great value. 

With regard to the content of courses, subjects such as economics, the economics of 

health / social economics, economic development and social admini stration had been included 

from the outset, and distinguished lecturers were invited from many countries• He 

instanced a typical month
1

 s course covering 15〇 hours, of which 40 per cent, was devoted 

to refresher and programme training - an intensive training in which all senior head-

quarters staff took part； 25 per cent, to problem-solving exercises; 10 per cent, to 

policy/ conducted by the Director-General, the Deputy Director-General, the Assistant 

Directors-General and divisional directors, 10 per cent, to social and economic affairs, 

10 per cent, to national health planning and programming and 5 per cent. to grounding in 

the Organization
1

 s admini strati on and finance. 
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The CHAIRMAN remarked that the programme appeared to comprise two parts: a con-

tinuing educational programme and a programme of intensive training. 

Dr DEENY said that that was partly correct. Emphasis was placed on intensive 

comprehensive training and for each course the first step was to decide its objectives: 

what the participants should do，what they should learn and how the task could be 

accomplished. An important aspect was the follow-up work, so that the effects of the 

courses could be continued； but until all staff who were eligible had been through the * 

training course the emphasis was on its initial impact. It was hoped to extend the 

training to all the Organization's eligible key personnel. So far 85 senior staff 

members had attended courses，of which there had been seven - four designed for WHO 

representatives and three for regional officers. The objectives of the most recent 

course had been to study the main policies of the Organization； to study the technical 

programmes of the Organization and provide information on new advances and trends ； to 

familiarize participants with the administrative and financial aspects of operations； 

to consider WHO'S relationship with the United Nations, other agencies and multilateral 

and unilateral sources of international aid； to consider the economic and social aspects 

of the Organization's work； to engage the group's collective experience in a series of 

problem-solving exercises. A theme was selected for each course• The -theme for' the 

most recent course, designed for regional office staff, had been regional programming 

and sectorial planning. 

Each group was given an evaluation questionnaire which was of considerable value 

in improving courses, the extremely critical attitude of participants being very 

salutary. 
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The DIRECT OR-GENERAL said that the programme represented one step further in an 

effort made over the past fifteen years to provide training for ЩЮ staiT, There was 

also a general staff training unit under the Personnel Division. 

Staff training was a subject that the Executive Board had viewed with some caution 

fifteen years earlier, but had gradually come to accept. Thus funds had been built up 

not only for refresher courses to help staff to keep up with progress in health matters 

and in the Organization
1

s work, but also for regular courses on essential aspects #f 

public health. The programme had taken a long time to establish and he believed that 

the separation of the senior staff training unit was evidence of its importance. 

Training was important not only for existing staff, but also for new staff. The pro-

gramme had its origin in the problem of having too many specialists and not enough with 

sufficient knowledge of public health matters. Language was also a problem, and oourses 

provided for new staff members included a sanitary engineering course for French-speaking 

engineers and a course in nursing administration and education for French-speaking 

nurses• Staff training should be viewed as part of WHO'S whole effort to enable the 

staff to serve better the Member countries of the Organization. 

4,17 Supply 

Mr SIEGEL said that no changes were proposed under Supply. The continuing pro-

vision of $ 1000 for vaccine testing was not a change from previous years. 
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Professor GERIÓ asked what was the approximate total annual sum spent on supplies 

and what policy was followed in choosing suppliers. _::.一一二:一.丄::. 

Mr SIEGEL drew attention to appendix 5:2 to document EB37/AF/WP/5 giving in Part 2, 

under items 4 and 5 respectively^ the line items of supplies and equipment purchased and 

the number of shipments made for the years 1962, 196)， 1964 and 1965, Total purchases 

amounted to about $ 2 ООО 000 a year, covering all the purchases made by the Organization 

for projects which it was assisting, services provided at government request and for 

which governments provided funds/ and also purchases for other international organiza-

tions such as UNICEF. The general procedure was to invite tenders. An effort was made 

to keep a record of all possible., supplier s throughout the world who could tender for 

particular items and, in principle, the contract was given to the lowest tender which 

met the quality specifications. An exception was made only in cases where there was an 

obligation to use a particular currency, when tenders were asked only from suppliers who 

could accept the currency. 

^••18 Data processing 

Mr SIEGEL reminded the Committee that at the time the 1966 estimates were being 

prepared provision liad been made for installing a computer in the new headquarters/ the 

estimated date being mid-1966. Provision had been made for half a year
1

 s rent of equip-

ment and for the necessary staff. In the preparation of the I967 budget estimates, it 

had not been practicable to project all full-time staff requirements• An amount of 

$ 22 000 for temporary staff had therefore been provided until more experience had been 

gained. It v/as planned to use the amount requested to employ either full-time or 

temporary staff as needed• 
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斗,19 Interpretation 

The CHAIRMAN said that there had been some discussion on the subject earlier. In 

the absence of further comment or question he declared the subject completed. 

Regional Offices (Official Records No. 146， pages 52 and 89) 

Mr SIEGEL drew attention to page 8 of document EB)7/AF/WP/5， where there was shown 

an increase of $ 277 57〇 in the net estimated obligations for 1967 as compared with 

1966. The increase included $ 1315 for salary increments for the rotational administra-

tion and finance staff shown in detail on page 89 of Official Records No, 146. Details 

of the regional office estimates were contained in Annex 2 of that volume. He suggested 

that the estimates should be dealt with under each region when the regional directors 

presented their reports, and that discussion at present should be limited to the 

rotational admini stration and finance staff. The only change proposed arose from the 

salary increments• 

Mr WACHOB, adviser to Dr Watt > asked if the Secretariat had made any review in 

recent years of the relative advantages of centralization and decentralization in 

administrative, budgetary and financial matters for the regions• It would be 

interesting to know how far such matters could be dealt with at headquarters rather 

than in the field and whether the new headquarters computer might not favour the 

centralization of some of those activities. 
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Mr SIEGEL said that the Organization was studying the relative values of 

centralization and decentralization for administrative, budgetary and financial 

functions. Tne installation of the computer would make it possible to recentralize 

certain of those functions which had already been decentralized, but it would ЪЪ some 

time before computer operations were really under way» It would be wise not to 

expect immediate results； it would probably be one or two years before the computer 

was operating efficiently enough for any recentralization. The problem was very 

much in mind and would be given concentrated study at the earliest opportunity. 

The CHAIRMAN pointed out that computers were also regarded as a means of more 

efficient decentrallzaticñ. They were useful, for example, in inventory control 

and iñ bbtaining information hitherto Obtainable only through travel. 

Expert Committees (Official Records No. ДЛ6, pages 52 and 90) 

Mr SIEGEL said that the individual expert committees had been reviewed under 

the appropriate programme activity. He drew attention to paragraph 6.1 on page 8 

of document EB37/af/wp/5, in which it was indicated that 22 expert committees ' 

comprising a total of l68 members were' proposed for 1967^ compared with 27) expert 

committees comprising 17斗 members for Г966/ There was á net increase of $ iîi 

estimates imder Appropriation Sectioh 6, resulting from án inbrease of $ 11 000 in 

printing costs, partly offset by a reduction of $ 10 1ÓÓ for one committee. 

the 
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Other Statutory Staff Costs (Official Records No. 146, pages 52 and ÍL.02) 

. . . ' •' • • '• • • ... .、• ¡"- • . . . •.； . :: . • ••••.' • . . . . ' • ' . • ... •. ... : • . • -：. . • 
-• • •
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Mr SIEGEL suggested that the item should be discussed at the same time as the 

corresponding item under Part H I , Administrative Services• 

It was so agreed. , 

• •• •• • ..-• • ••".'• ” • • ... ... , • ..
 1

 • . j ••； 

Administrative Services (Official Records No. 146, pages 53-57 and 91-98) 

Ш SIEGEL, referring to pages 9 and 10 of document EB37/ap/wp/5 said that there 

was a net increase of $ 1^9,399 in the proposed estimates for I967 as compared with 

those for 1Q66. Details were set out in paragraphs 8.0.1 and 8,0,2, but he suggested 

that they should be dealt with under the relevant sub-divisions. Paragraph 8,0,3 

showed the total number of posts proposed for the Organization、 administration and 

finance services• Paragraph 8.0.4 referred to the summary ©f-the total funds — '••——— 

administered directly or indirectly by WHO which had been, or were expected to be 

obligated during the period 1962-I966, contained in Appendix 5,2. There had been 

a considerable increase in the workload of those services, the average increase 

over the period I962-I965, being ；5^,80 per cent. During the same period the total 

funds referred to had increased by 52 per cent» and the number of authorized posts 

for the administration and finance services by per cent.. The relationship „ 

of the administration and finance staff to the total headquarters staff, and to the 

total staff of the Organization was shown in Chart 

The CHAIRMAN, in the absence of any general comment, invited comments on 

individual items. 
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8Л Office of the Director-General 

Mr SIEGEL said that no changes were proposed, 

8.2 Office of the Assistant Director-General : . . 

Mr SIEGEL said that no changes were proposed. 

8.3 Administrative Co-ordination 

Цг SIEGEL said that no changes were proposed. The organizational unit had 

been created to delineate clearly the functions being performed and the staff had 

been transferred from the office of the Assistant Director-General• 

8*4 Administrative Management and Personnel 

Mr SIEGEL said that staffing changes included an additional administrative 

management officer needed to deal with the increasing workload in respect of data 

processing and other mechanical processes. There were two additional posts under 

Personnel: a clerk and a clerk-stenographer, to help with the increasing workload 

No changes were proposed for temporary consultants. There was a net increase of 

$ 100 under duty travel, resulting from an increase )f $ 700 in the office of the 

Director, and decreases of $ 5〇〇 under Personnel and $ 100 under Conference and 

Office Services. 

.8.5' Budget and Finance 

Mr SIEGEL said that no changes were proposed, 

8‘6 Legal Office 

Mr SIEGEL said that no changes were proposed. 
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8 • 7 Internal Audit : . 二•:.：一二 ：..„ .； . 

Mr SIEGEL said that no changes were proposed, 

8,8 Public Information ..л..；—..:' 

Mr SIEGEL said that no changes were proposed in respect of staff. There were 

increases of $ 4000 for temporary staff, $ 2400 for consultant fees and $ )000 for 

duty travel, all resulting from the preparations for the twentieth anniversary 

celebrations. There was also an increase of $ 3300 for public informatJ on supplies 

and materials• 

The CHAIRMAN recalled that reference had been made earlier to increases resulting 

from rises in printing costs and that the Committee was to. Ьв .provided with a break-

down • He inquired whether increased printing costs were an element in the item 

before the Committee. 

Mr SIBGEL said that that was the case* The provision for publishing World Health 

wa.s covered under Programme Activities and the increased costs were dealt with there. 

It would be included in the working paper being prepared for the Committee. 

The CHAIRMAN said that such publications as World Health and the Chronicle 

contained accounts of programme developments in such aspects as vector control and 

he thought that it might be useful if members of the Committee and also possibly 

members of the Board could be provided with marked copies :bf tiiose publications, so 

that they might be able to study more readily the elaboration of, for example, new 

systems of vector controls If that could be done it would help to give a picture 

of how those publications related to the work of the Organization^ as seen fr^m the 

budgetary point of view. 
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Dr RAO asked whether the public information material was furnished to the main 

medical teaching and nursing centres and training institutes» He suggested that 

that material should be provided free to those institutions; WHO would thus make 

its impact felt on future trainees• 

Mr HANDLER, Director, Division of Public Information, said that public information 

material was sent free to centres, universities and other institutions. It was 

difficult to answer whether it was sent to all such bodies throughout the world, 

since their number was constantly increasing» A mailing list uad been compiled 

and was being kept as up-to-date as possible. Any institution requesting matoriai 

was put on the free mailing list, 

Dr RAO said he had hoped for a more positive approach to the problem which would 

be of greater assistance in future planning-

Hie CHAIRMAN asked if he had a specific suggestion, 

Dr RAO suggested that World Health and other WHO publications should be supplied 

free to all medical colleges and training centres throughout the developing countries 

which were faced with a serious problem in developing their manpower. 

The CHAIRMAN thought that Dr Rao's comment was related to what Dr Evang had 

said concerning the interrelation of publication costs and trends of distribution» 

He felt that that would be part of the discussion to be planned for the Board. 

8»9 External Relations 

Mr SIEGEL said that no changes were proposed for 1967. 
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8.10 Liaison Office with the United Nations (Nevr York) 

Mr SIÎXîËL said that one change was proposed - the addition in 1967 of a clerk 

to help with increased workload requirements of the office. 

Ihe CHAIRMAN asked Mr Siogol to comment on the increasing workload. 

Mr SIEGEL explained that the workload and work requirements of the liaison office 

in New York depended on and were related to the number of meetings held in the United 

Nations building in New York, There had been an increase in the number of meetings 

necessitating Ш0 representation, with a resultant increase in the number of head-

quarters staff attending meetings in New York and an added burden on the clerical 

services available there. Provision was being made in 1967 for an additional clerk, 

but experience' showed that the need clearly existed nowv
s

 • 

Qpmmon Services 

Referring tho Committee- to page 58 of Official Records No. 146^ Mr Siegel 

explained that the item "Oomrnon Services
11

 was provided with no number because the Common 

Services were divided among the different parts of the budget estimates. He drov^ the 

Committee
1

 s attention to paragraph 8.10.1 on page 11 of document EB)7/AF/\VP/5，and 
.. .. . . . . : • • ‘ . . . . . 

noted that of the net increase of $ 385 there was an increase in common services 

requirements, other than personnel, of $ 259 0斗0，resulting from increased cost of 

maintenance and cleaning of $ 45 140; rental and maintenance-of equipment $ 49 000; 

communications services $ 20 500; contractual services $ 36 400 (including an amount 

of $ 25 000 proposed for the first time as a grant-in-aid to the International School, 

Geneva); freight and transportation $ 4700； printing $ 200; office supplies $ 78 100 
....'.,•、- »•••.•••• : • - • .，、•. - - • ,...-..,•. . . . . . - . . . . . 

* : .. •• •_. . ... • • .,. ... .• ； .. • -i.r.-:. ..•+.:. . . ；.' • .. .i.. 

and acquisition of capital assets $ 25 000. The balance of $ 73 was for salary-

costs for staff in established posts ($ 845) and an expected increase in the general 

services salary scales ($ У\ 500〉. 
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Mr THORP said that the item on the International School of Geneva had attracted his 

attention, and he felt the Oommittee would be interested to know more about that proposal 

Perhaps they could be informed v/hether any explanatory material on the subject was 

available. He understood that the proposal to offer v/hat amounted to a subsidy to 

thé school was part of a general plan by the school to build up a fund. He asked 

whether WHO was only one of a few contributors and v^iether the Organization had 

considered attaching any qualifications to its contributions, relating them to the 

general accumulation of money which v/ould make a substantial and useful contribution 

to the aims of the school. Was the subsidy contemplated as a continuing item in the 

'event of Ш0
T

 s agreement that the school should be so subsidized? 

Mr SIEGEL said that he was pleased to reply to Mr ！Ihorp
f

 s questions
д
 since the 

matter represented a very important consideration for Ш0. A major problem encountered 

in recruiting international staff was that of education arrangements for their children. 

The International School in Geneva had been started 斗0 years ago to meet the need to 

provide adequate educational facilities for the international organizations then in 

Geneva. The school had been operating in old and temporary buildings and recently the 

school authorities had undertaken an extensive fund-raising campaign in order to 

accumulate sufficient capital to replace certain buildings and provide needed, capital for 

equipment and other capital improvements. The fund-raising effort was not intended to 

meet the annual operating cost of the school. In view of the importance of the matter 

he felt that the Committee might wish to have a written presentation in the form of a 

working paper, which the Secretariat would be happy to provide, to enable the Committee 

to incorporate the full statement in its report to the Executive Board. Referring to 
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the question whether there had been any precedents for such a contribution, he 

mentioned that the United Nations General Assembly had appropriated between $ 5〇 000 

and $ 100 000 per year for a number of years to the International School in New York, 

mostly to meet annual operating deficits. The United Nations General Assembly had 

recently endorsed a.capital fund-raising effort for the New York school amounting to 

$ 5 ООО 000 and had called on Member States to contribute to that fund. 

Ihe plan of the Geneva International School authorities for their campaign, was 

to aim at raising about $ 100 000 a year for ten years from international organizations 

Ш0
!

s share would be $ 25 000 for each of the ten years• It was hoped to raise 

$ 75 000 from other international organizations, and to receive approximately $ 200 000 

annually from other sources in the Geneva area, such as private industry and non-i 

governmental organizations interested in the adequacy of the educational facilities of 

the school. Tne authorities also hoped that with a firm plan to raise the amount 

of $ 3 ООО 000 over ten years they would be able to attract other sources of income, 

i.e., from foundations, some of v/hich had already indicated that they v/ould be prepared 

to consider such a request on a matching basis. Thus, a contribution from WHO and 

other international organizations would appear to be very crucial to the fund-

raising efforts by encouraging and stimulating the needed contributions from other 

sources. It would be possible, of сourse^ for WHO to discontinue its annual 

provision at any time, if it became evident that the other prospective contributors 

did not do their part. 
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Dr BOYE-JOHNSON asked what would be the attitude and policy of WHO when it 

received requests for similar grants from international schools in other parts of 

the world. 

Mr SIEGEL said that if in another area there was a sufficient number of children 

of international staff attending or wishing to attend a truly international school to 

warrant its creation or maintenance, WHO and other international organizations would 

have to^assume the responsibility for assisting in providing adequate educational 

facilities. He knew of one other such school in East Africa and apparently there 

was another in Copenhagen. 

The CHAIRMAN believed that if all relevant points were covered in a document to 

be prepared by the Secretariat it would be very helpful to the Board. 

. • .... . . . . . . . : … . . . . . . . . . . . " ‘ ‘ ‘ . . . . . . . • • * ‘ • ‘ . . . . ‘ 

Dr EVANG said that the matter could be referred to again when.it was dealt with 

by the Board. 

Other Statutory Staff Costs 

Mr SIEGEL referred the Committee to page 11 of EB37/AF/WP/5, paragraph 9.1, 

where it was explained that the estimates under Appropriation Sections 7 and 9 

related to the costs other than salaries of the personnel provided for under Part II 

(Operating Programme) and Part III (Administrative Services)• Those estimates were 

based on staff entitlements in accordance with the Staff Regulations and Rules of the 

Organization, and computed on the basis of the actual entitlements of the incumbents 

of filled posts. In the case of vacant and new posts, the estimates had been com-

puted on the basis of averages determined in the light of experience, as was explained 
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in document EB37/АР/WP/3. The increase under Appropriation Section 7 was $ 878 764 

and that under Appropriation Section 9 was $ 1 2 ) Ü making a total of $ 1 002 129. 

The details were to be found in the tables on pages 102 and 104 of Official Records 

No. 146. 

Other Purposes 

Mr SIEGEL referred the Committee to document EB)7/aF/Wp/5, paragraph 10.1, which 

indicated that the estimates under Part IV (Other Purposes) showed an increase of 

$ 100 000 compared with 1966. The increase resulted from the provision for the first 

time of an amount of $ 100 000 as an initial credit for the Revolving Fund for 

Teaching and Laboratory Equipment. He recalled that the establishment of such a 

fund was proposed by the Director-General in pursuance of resolutions WHA18.39 and 

ЕВ36 •Rl6 of the Eighteenth World Health Assembly and the thirty-sixth session of the 

Executive Board. He referred the Committee to the Executive Board document ЕВУТ/Ь, 

and said he felt that the item was one of major importance to which the Committee 

would wish to refer the Board, and that the decision taken by the Board and ultimately 

by the Assembly on the proposal would govern whether or not the figure of $ 100 000 

should be included in the proposed budget. 

The provision, mentioned in section 10, for the Headquarters Building Fund of 

$ 500 ООО was the same amount as in 1966 and had an integral part of the total head-

quarters building financial plan. 

Prof essor GERIC said he realized the -importance of setting up the Revolving Fund 

for Teaching and Laboratory Equipment and that although $ 100 000 was a large sum it 

was not enough to meet the needs of all countries. The principle of the fund had 

been well outlined and he was sure that it would be well organized. But he wondered 

whether it was intended to increase that sum. 
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Dr BAO said he_appreclated the allocation for the Revolving Fund.- The main 

problem of developing countries in South-East Asia was lack of foreign exchange for 

laboratory equipment, etc, and the Regional Committee that had met in Bangkok had 

suggested that the Assembly and the Director-General should explore the possibilities 

-. - . . . . . . . . . .
 r
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in that context. He had referred on the previous day to education and training and 

the manpower needs of the world in the field of health, which represented a point of 
r <. • •广广...：广-‘ ：.；Г г .. ：广 ： “ • •. •,-‘ - ..• . ‘ •• . • •：.. - •； . . . \r- ‘‘：\ . ,.. ‘
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of years they would collapse. Medical manpower in the middle as well as the upper 

level was essential to stabilize the excellent work that had been done by WHO. The 

Division of - Education and Training of WHO had done a mgnificent job in 18； years and 

had focused attention on training programmes. He advocated that rather than 

governments asking for arid being given advioe, a plan be provided and the countries 

guided in the future development of health• . In that case it would be possible to： 

build bet ter,,health for the whole world. To achieve that, equipment and^ teacher^ 

were fundairientalj wl^içh would require more funds. He drew the Committee
 T

s attention 
• • •• . -- - , .. • л ^ - . Д , ; A-、.’ . . . . • - 、 . . . • • , 、 • 

to ..the publication by the- Association of American Medical Colleges of a report to the 

Agency, for International Development, outlining a programme- f-or health manpower and 

inviting the agency to provide sufficient funds to enable health manpower； to be built 

up in every developing country. He thought j.t might be possible. for WHO -to ensure 

that the necessary laboratory equipment and training facilities were increased in 
,- • ；.. •• •..；； .. . ；' ； • .•.,-• .[ ； I. ••• ； -• '

 -
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Dr： piBA asked whether the Committee would discusa, document ¡k
y
 in which the 

Director-General proposed the setting up of the Revolving Fund, 
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The CHAIRMAN said that the matter was one for the Executive Board, but it could 

be discussed. 

Dr DIBA said that the Revolving Fund had been lengthily discussed by the 

Committee and had been given general approval by the Health Assembly. There was a 

lack of foreign currency in many developing countries. He stressed the importance 

of assisting the education and training of personnel and of medical schools and 

laboratories. He felt that it was essential that the Committee should recommend 

the Executive Board to approve the provision of $ 100 000. 

The CHAIRMAN added a suggestion for consideration. In the United States of 

America, when schools lacked equipment for adequate training they used what in a 

working situation would be considered outmoded equipment for training purposes. A 

factor was that older models were usually simpler and the basic principles of the 

instrumentation were more readily discernible. He wondered whether it would not be 

useful to consider that idea with reference to countries where there was a surplus of 

equipment in order to build up a "bank" of such equipment, which could be distributed 

by the Director-General to teaching institutions where they were useful. In that 

way the relatively small amount of $ 100 000 might have a very great multiplying 

effect, if such equipment could be obtained. 

Dr HAPPI supported the previous speakers. He recalled the stress that had been 

laid on the difficulty of controlling standards of drugs in countries lacking train-

ing facilities. He also recalled that emphasis had been laid on training local 
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conditions in developing countries. Very few countries possessed medical schools, 

and the fund would help to create them. He hoped that the Committee would recommend 

not only the adoption of the Revolving Fund, but also ensure that the amount would be 

increased in view of the importance of the requirements of the developing countries. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said he recognized the small amount of the Revolving Fund, 

but it had to be realized that it was a question of order of magnitudes. He 

referred to the document mentioned by Dr Rao, that had been.produced by the 

Association of American Medical Colleges. That document was a very interesting one. 

It proposed that the expenditure of $ 50 000 000 be provided for the development of a 

programme. The present proposal was a simple one, to provide necessary small items 

of equipment that the country would pay for in local currency. The question of how 
“““ ... " ,, 

to feed the Revolving Fund was quite an important one， since it could happen that 

the $ 100 000 might become $ 100 000 in a local currency that was not easy to 

utilize. How that could be developed and the best way of doing so would have to 

be studied in the light of experience. He did not consider any problem more 

important than training of health manpower. To develop health plans already-

established, countries had to determine their health needs and to be aware of the 

type of personnel required to carry on the work. 

Each country had to realize the type of auxiliary personnel it needed. It was 

a very complex problem. It had to be realized, as the Chairman had pointed out, 

that though the amount of the Fund was small, it should represent a pilot project 

to see how more substantial developments could be made in the future. He hoped it 

would show countries with bilateral programmes the importance of teaching equipment 

in the development of medical schools. 
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Dr EVANG said that it was a new type of service which the Organization was 

trying to render. He was sure that eventually there would be very great interest 

in the project. He warned that there might be adverse reactions to accepting old 

equipment and that care would have to be exercised in proposing its use. 

The matter was complicated by the fact that in a school the teaching situation 

might be combined with a therapeutic or a clinical situation with a patient. 

He raised the practical point of the problem of obtaining spare parts in 

countries with foreign currency difficulties. He thought that part of the Fund 

might be channelled into providing reserve spare parts. 

The meeting rose at 12.30 p.m. 


